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Perlin Cloudify
For device owners & compute suppliers

A supercomputer in the palm of your hand

Cloudify is the first practical, trustless, and decentralized cloud computing marketplace that leverages 
underutilized compute power in everyday smart-devices to make supercomputing economically viable 
and globally accessible.

Rent out the unused compute power on your idle device

We all have powerful computers — at home, at work, in our pockets even — that we only actually 
use a fraction of the time that they are on. While you are sleeping or not using them, they simply sit 
idle and unproductive. Cloudify allows you to monetize that otherwise unused computing power on 
of your devices as passive income.

Using the Cloudify dApp, anyone with a computer or smartphone (with more devices to be onboarded) 
will be able to easily and securely rent out the unused compute power on their devices to cloud users 
across a global marketplace. This includes consumers with individual devices and businesses with 
computational infrastructure (e.g. servers, computers, etc).

Compatible with any hardware

While servers and desktop computers and smartphones may offer the greatest capacity to the network, 
over time Cloudify will take advantage of any computing device that can load the Cloudify runtime: 
media players, game consoles, set top boxes, or any other smart device. This means that everyone 
can participate in the network without restriction, opening up opportunities for everyone, from enterprise 
business looking to hedge against hardware depreciation or some way to create an additional income 
stream from otherwise unused infrastructure.

Earn while you sleep

Because the network sells computing time across time zones, Cloudify has no business hours — your 
devices can be engaged at any time of day or night. This means that your hardware can be collecting 
income even while you are doing something else — at work, eating a meal with friends, watching TV, 
or asleep.

Built on Perlin Wavelet

All cloud tasks are run across Perlin’s Wavelet, the world’s most efficient distributed ledger. It supports 
millions of nodes, handles over 10,000 transactions per second, is commercially scalable, and offers 
a time to finality comparable to existing credit card networks. Cloudify takes advantage of the advanced 
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capabilities of Wavelet over rival blockchain solutions to offer an always-on, low-latency solution that 
is efficient, reliable, and robust. Join the Perlin Cloudify network now

Whether your an individual or a business, be a part of a rapidly growing network of cloud compute 
suppliers generating a new stream of passive income using the devices you already own. Our team is 
ready to work with you to see how you can supply your unused compute power onto our global network.

For more information

If you would like to learn more about Cloudify, or would like to be notified of upcoming launch dates 
for the Cloudify network, just send us an email at contact@perlin.net. Thank you!
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